HOW FAST
WORKS
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FAST

 Strengthens families
 Teaches children to respect their parents
 Gives parents time to share ideas and help each
other
 Helps make strong links between the family, the
school and the community

FAST helps you to:

 Help your child to do well at school
 Make your child feel good about themselves
 Help your child to have good friendships
 Feel less alone as a parent
 Think about the good things you are doing for your
child
 Talk and listen to each other
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FAMILIES AND SCHOOLS TOGETHER
At FAST
8 weekly FAST sessions
1ST HOUR – FAMILY TIME

2ND HOUR – PEER TIME

Flags
Meal
Singing and FAST Hello
Scribbles
Feeling Charades

Buddy Time
Parent Group
Kids time
LAST ½ HOUR – FAMILY TIME
Special Play
Door prize
Announcements & Rain
SPECIAL SESSIONS
Week 5 presentation
Week 8 Graduation

Then after FAST
Plus
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At FAST
 Free evening meals
 Free transport
 Free child care
 Fun activities for children
 Sharing time with other parents
 Prizes
 Community and school support
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1ST HOUR – FAMILY TIME
FLAGS

The Flag activity, on week 1, is an activity for each family
group to create a symbol which represents their family. Each
member of the family helps to the make the flag. The flag
helps families to have a strong family identity. The Flag sits
on the family’s table for the 8 weeks of FAST.
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MEAL

Each family has a turn cooking one meal for all the FAST
families. This builds a feeling of giving and receiving, and
shared responsibility amongst families. Everyone eats
together at their family table. At FAST, parents get the
night off and are served by their children. This respects the
hard work parents put in caring for their family.
Having a free meal each week encourages families to come to
FAST.
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SINGING AND FAST HELLO

The FAST Hello welcomes and focuses on each family as
‘special’, and introduces families who may not know each
other.
Music can quickly bond people and have everyone at the same
level, so that other activities work better.
The music also helps parents, children and team members
relax, feel accepted, and accept one another.
Music and singing is fun and brings all the families together
in a shared activity.
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SCRIBBLES

Scribbles is a drawing and talking game with your family,
about what you drew, your imagination, with parents in
charge.

The game helps family members practice communication –
taking turns, listening to one another, and asking positive
questions about the drawing.
In Scribbles children express themselves without talking.
Kids want their parents to play, while the parents want their
kids to talk. Scribbles allows for both talking and playing.

Scribbles

helps to build good communication
Communication helps to resolve conflicts in families.
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FEELING CHARADES

It is important to learn to share our feelings. Sharing
feelings builds closer bonds and relationships.
Family members act out feelings. Other family members
guess the feelings. This brings the family together, and
assists families to talk about how each other are feeling. For
example, many children learnt that mum was ‘tired’ rather
than ‘angry’. Talking about feelings are important ways to
increase family closeness, build self-esteem and build
healthy children.
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2ND HOUR
BUDDY TIME & PARENT GROUP

Buddy Time (one-to-one time) for adults, is to have another
adult listen to you. Having someone who listens reduces
stress and isolation. It is a relaxing time (without the kids)
to have time for yourself with your partner or
another adult.

In Parent group parents share their own ideas about being a
parent, and how they work with their children. Parents make
friends while building a supportive network and community.
This time is not for experts to teach about being a good
parent, but for sharing good ideas.
Parenting is a difficult job. Everyone needs time with other
caring adults to succeed in the job of parenting.
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KIDS TIME

Kid’s Time is about having fun and about belonging to a group

of other children, as well as learning some new skills. Fun
activities for all ages are organised for the children (without
T.V. or computers). Kids’ Time provides a chance for the
children to relax and participate in fun play and develop
friendships with others.
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LAST ½ HOUR
SPECIAL PLAY

Special Play is play between the parent and the FAST child.

Parents are coached to follow their child’s lead, not to
teach, or boss the child. This is a special time where the
child experiences the parent giving them 15 minutes of their
time. The child feels loved, powerful, special, and
understood, and feels good about themself.
Parents who spend 15 minutes a week of play for an 8 week
period build stronger parent-child relationships. Special Play
also improves children’s behaviour.
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DOOR PRIZE

Every family will win a door prize. Everyone enjoys the
excitement of this part of the program, especially when
their family are the ‘winners’. In return, the winning family
provides the meal for the FAST families next week.
The door prize is another encouragement for families to
come every week – it may be their turn to win.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS & RAIN

Announcements are a time for sharing information,
celebrating special events - this helps build community.
RAIN is a weekly ritual which makes the whole group feel
close together. It is a good way to end the weekly program.
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SPECIAL SESSIONS
WEEK 5 PRESENATION
Parent chosen topic

During family time, a community agency team member
organizes a special topic for week five. They could talk about
drugs and alcohol, domestic violence, or another community
issue. Families do fun activities that help children to
understand the issue that is presented. This presentation
helps families talk about important issues.
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GRADUATION CEREMONY

The Graduation ceremony on week 8 is a community
celebration for each family’s achievements. Guests are
invited to come. The Principal or Community President
presents Graduation certificates to each family. This is a
special time for families who successfully complete the
FAST program.
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AFTER FAST
FASTWORKS

The group of families is encouraged to keep meeting after
the 8 weeks to maintain the benefits of FAST for their
families. The parents are helped to be the organisers of
these meetings. It is good to have FASTWORKS every
month after FAST for two years. Families continue to feel
supported by one another. A small budget is available to help
with costs of running activities. These can include BBQs,
sports activities, outings, or doing some of the FAST
activities. Families have ongoing support from the team in
organising these.
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EVALUATION

Evaluation is done before, after and during FAST. This is so
we can see the results of FAST for the families and for the
team. Parents do evaluation before FAST begins and when
FAST is finished.
The trainer evaluates the team on week 1, 4 & 8 to support
the team run FAST at a good standard in their community.
This helps the team to feel successful.
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What have other parents said
about FAST?


































I got to meet people that are around the school everyday, and I got to
know my neighbour.
Having fun and meeting other families.
Meeting people I thought I wouldn’t talk to happened at FAST.
Spending time with my child was most valuable.
It was great meeting other parents, having family time, seeing the
children enjoy the activities, and relating with my children more
effectively.
Communication with other people and family and with our children.
Everything has been valuable; I didn’t want it to stop.
I am more aware of my child’s emotions.
FAST has probably made it easier to talk to each other.
We were happy at home and now we are happier.
My child seems to open more to me, even tells me that he loves me.
My FAST child is more respectful and helpful now I think than before
program.
It has been an eye opening.
Yes, I am more aware of my partner’s stresses.
As parents we can come together to help each other along.
I’ve met my neighbours at FAST being able to talk to others with same
problems makes you feel heaps better.
My child has gotten more confident in being able to share his feelings.
My daughter is making an effort to come and talk about things.
My child seems more open, is a leader amongst his peers at school and
home.
My son more helpful in doing things eg. cleaning room.
My FAST child is more respectful and helpful our communication is
better.
The FAST team have helped me see that I am a very strong woman and
that I’ve got a beautiful family.
Just knowing you aren’t a failure by hearing similar experiences by
parents like you has been the BEST thing I have done.
FAST has made it easier to open up to other people.
The guidance, feedback, confidence, self-respect was of great value to
me.
The team were excellent.
It’s also given me more confidence.
Meeting new friends was the best thing for me.
Meeting other parents & teachers, the family time and activities with the
children was most valuable.
EVERYTHING was great!!
At first it was parents talk time I’m deathly shy and thought I would never
be able to talk in front of people but everyone is so friendly.
I didn’t want the program to stop.
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For more information
CONTACT : -

FAST NT
PO Box 228 Karama NT 0813
Phone - 08 8920 4355
Mobile – 0437 798 805
Fax - 08 8920 4399
E-mail - admin@fastnt.org.au
Web site – www.fastnt.org.au
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